
Apps & Hacks conversation 
Apps mentioned 

Actionbound  

actively learn  

Adobe creative cloud  

Adobe Spark  

Bookcreator  

CamScanner  

Desmos  

Dropbox  

Edpuzzle  

Explain Everything  

Flipboard  

Flipgrid  

google calender  

google keep  

Google Maps  

GoogleDocs  

Grammarly  

GroupMe  

inaturalist  

Kahoot!  

Kaltura  

LiveBinders  

LMS apps  

mathpix  

Mentimeter   

mysimpleshow  

Padlet  

Panopto  

Perusall  

Pinterest  



plantsnap  

PlayPosit!  

Poll Everywhere  

Quizizz  

Quizlet - online flashcards, students create their own reviews and share.  

Remind  

Rubric apps: Rubistar,  

Screencast-O-Matic  

Scrivner  

Slack  

slideshare  

Slido  

socrative  

Starwalk  

TopHat  

Trello  

using a mobile device camera to record/submit assignments  

Voice Thread  

Whiteboard fox  

Word cloud generator  

Wordle  

YouTube  

 

Tutoring 

TutorTrac 

Brainfuse 

Ally for Blackboard 

CircleIn 

D2L/BrightSpace 

Virtual Machines 

go board 

TutorMe 



 

Ideas for Writing  

Google Drawing 

Slido's word cloud 

Hypothesis and Perusall 

Explain Everything for recording Math lessons 

Explain Everything on their iPad via Zoom and during synchronous sessions. Not a polling app, but 
helpful in explaining things and you can record a presentation. 

Go Board 

PearDeck 

`Chromebook Compatible App for preventing cheating when students take test. 

Loom for having instructor video + desktop showing (can use with a whiteboard for math) 

Blackboard Collaborate Ultra has a whiteboard as well 

MS Teams has a Whiteboard and you can Poll with Microsoft Forms. 

You can add a blank slide to a ppt and use in webinar environment for students to draw on 

Loom is free screen cast but not synchronous like I think you are looking for 

PearDeck-Add On to PPT and Slides-I use it to teach several math concepts. More of a lower grade idea 
but can be done asynchronous or synchronous 

OneNote while using Microsoft Teams. In teams you can also upload PPT and use the whiteboard. That 
depends if you have the Office Suite through your school 

That depends if you have the Office Suite through your school 

Biometrics is already in play in Proctorio - taking pictures and watching a student take a test 

 
 

E-learn/E-teach readiness 

eLearn ready – elearnready.com 

OSQCR rubric for helping faculty "assess" their online courses 

it isn’t an app per se, but my colleague Alex Pickett’s online readiness resources are fantastic and totally 
open: https://innovate.suny.edu/assessment/ 

 

Repository Links 

https://tinyurl.com/SharonGrayEDUC615    

http://louisville.edu/delphi/resources/technology-tools    

 

https://tinyurl.com/SharonGrayEDUC615
http://louisville.edu/delphi/resources/technology-tools
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